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Abstract

The restraint and sedation of wild animals has welfare implications, thus animal handling procedures should be well-informed and
optimised to adhere to welfare standards. Furthermore, it is important that handling procedures should not cause future trap avoidance.
This is of particular pertinence to European badgers (Meles meles), subject to extensive cage-trapping, relating to bovine tuberculosis
epidemiology. We examined 4,288 capture/recapture events for 856 individual badgers, occurring between May 1999–September
2011, recording initial observed behaviour and reaction provoked by injection, on a scale ranging from still (0) to distressed/aggressive
(3). Eighty-seven percent of adults and 76% of cubs were still (0) when approached initially and 75% of adults and 62% of cubs remained
still when injected. Cubs exhibited significantly higher behavioural responses than adults, while female adults scored higher provoked
scores than males. Importantly, the initial behaviour of an individual dictated its provoked response. Previous experience of capture was
associated with lower subsequent behavioural response scores, while naïve badgers were most prone to score highly. Individuals first
caught as cubs scored lower initial responses than those first caught as adults. Lower initial responses occurred in spring and summer
and higher responses were associated with lice infestation. Behavioural criteria have potential to inform and optimise welfare in badger
capture operations. This contributes to techniques allowing simple, non-invasive assessment of how wild animals in general respond to
temporary restraint, where the psychological perception acts as the precursor to physiological stress.
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Introduction

Attempting to improve the welfare of wild study animals is
in the best tradition of ecology, both in terms of ethics and
to minimise the chance that the intervention might
otherwise influence the animals’ behaviour in a way detrimental to research goals (Bekoff 2002; Powell & Proulx
2003). Understanding cognitive phenomena in animals is
also essential to scientifically informed ethical reasoning
(Dawkins 2004; Allen & Bekoff 2007). Over the course of
evolution, organisms undergo adaptation to specific environmental conditions, which von Uexkül (1957) termed
their Umwelt (see also Tinbergen 1963; Wiepkema 1987).
Animals are in a continuous interactional state with their
dynamic Umwelt and accommodate changes through
combining fixed routines with flexible behaviours.
Implicitly, there is no ‘normal’ baseline for the behaviour of
an unhabituated wild animal under unnatural conditions, in
close proximity to humans. During typical ecological monitoring protocols, such as trapping, restraint, handling and
sedation, Umwelt expectancies are not fulfilled and there is
a reduced predictability and/or controllability of relevant
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conditions (Weiss 1972; Wiepkema & Koolhaas 1993;
Jensen et al 1996). With normal ‘fight or flight’ responses
impeded, the animal is forced to cope with its situation,
which can induce abnormal behaviour (Moberg 2000), or
impact on the animal’s health (Tarlow & Blumstein 2007).
Our objective in this study was to determine tractable, observational cues on the extent to which European badgers
(Meles meles), subjected to restraint and sedation, exhibited
signs of behavioural ‘distress’, which Wiepkema (1987)
defined as either acute responses, such as conflict behaviours
(eg redirected, ambivalent and displacement activities), or
chronic responses (stereotypies, injurious activities etc). In
the specific instance of badgers, these ranged from complete
immobility (usually connected to sleeping in holding cages)
through frustrated attempts to escape holding cages, to overt
aggression (see also Berkowitz 1989) toward personnel
handling them. We then used this information to establish the
appropriate handler response to each ‘state’ a badger might
be in, to avoid worsening behavioural reactions.
The experience an animal undergoes during routine
handling (Taraborelli et al 2011) can also influence
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